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Woman Suffrage in Nebraska 1855-1882

For years, suffrage leaders saw Nebraska as the nation's best hope to grant women the right to vote, but an 1882 statewide election caused the movement to rethink its national strategy.
The morning of November 7, 1882, was far from an ordinary morning in Nebraska. It was Election Day, and a special one at that. Nebraska was poised to become the first state in the Union to recognize women's right to full suffrage and equal citizenship with men. It was a moment nearly thirty years in the making and a result both of Nebraska's history of progressivism and of a serendipitous convergence of people and politics. Women's rights advocates hoped to transform national politics by changing their state constitution, but they were to be disappointed.

Three times prior to the twentieth century, Nebraska women stood on the threshold of full citizenship, and three times their efforts were denied. Like any social movement, the nearly century-long struggle for women's rights was made up of local failures and achievements, both of which helped propel the national movement forward. And while Nebraska's early suffrage initiatives failed, they were key historical moments that shaped the trajectory of the national women's rights movement that ultimately led to a strategy to amend the United States Constitution. In other words, after striking out in Nebraska three times in thirty years, many woman suffrage advocates decided that state legislative change—even in progressive states—was better left behind in favor of national legislative change.

The first push for woman suffrage began in 1856 during Nebraska's territorial days. Writing in the 1880s, Clara Bewick Colby of Beatrice observed, "It is remarkable... that, thirty years ago, when the discussion of woman's status was still new in Massachusetts and New York, and only seven years after the first woman-suffrage convention ever held, here—half way across a continent, in a country almost unheard of, and with but scant communication with the older parts of the Republic—this instinctive justice should have crystallized into legislative action." That legislative action was spearheaded by Amelia Jenks Bloomer of Council Bluffs, Iowa, in a speech given to the Nebraska territorial legislature at Omaha in 1856, less than a decade after the landmark Seneca Falls Woman's Rights Convention of 1848. Bloomer, formerly of New York State, founder of the woman’s rights journal the Lily and popularizer of the “Bloomer costume,” found herself in this remarkable position as a result of an earlier visit to the eight-month-old city of Omaha on July 4, 1855, when she spoke on the subject of woman's rights. Her lecture aroused curiosity among Nebraska's political leaders and as a result, twenty-five members of the Nebraska territorial legislature extended a formal invitation for Bloomer to address their assembly. Her persuasive speech influenced lawmakers to consider a woman suffrage bill in both houses; however, by virtue of being placed on the agenda for the last day of the session, the bill died for lack of vote. Had it been approved, Nebraska would have been the first territory or state in the United States to give women the right of equal franchise.

The spirit of progressivism that marked Nebraska's early consideration of liberal legislation continued in 1867 when it joined the Union as the thirty-seventh state in March, and in June ratified the Fourteenth Amendment. Woman suffrage was not part of that state constitution; however, Nebraska's affirmation of universal male suffrage and its earlier consideration of female suffrage attracted the interest of eastern suffrage activists who had decided to abandon the strategy of linking woman suffrage and Negro suffrage after failing to do so in Kansas—after all, they believed, the question of suffrage for black men was now decided in Nebraska.

As a result, woman suffrage advocates could focus solely on arguing for women's enfranchisement under the Fourteenth Amendment. On November 15, 1867, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and George Francis Train arrived in Omaha to speak on the question as they worked their way

Clara Bewick Colby's efforts to organize a suffrage movement in Nebraska impressed national leaders such as Susan B. Anthony. Colby, however, knew that the local movement had deep roots. "It is remarkable..." she wrote in the 1880s, that thirty years earlier "in a country with but scant communication with the older parts of the Republic, this instinctive justice should have crystallized into legislative action." Wisconsin Historical Society, Image ID: 26613
back east following the Kansas defeat. Their efforts bore some fruit, for according to Colby, "The early legislation of Nebraska was favorable to woman, and much ahead of that passed in the same period by most of the older States." For example, Nebraska granted school suffrage for women in 1869, and at almost every legislative session of the next few years, the question of woman suffrage was introduced.

Even though Nebraska's early initiatives for female suffrage failed, eastern women's rights activists visited the state hoping to organize local support for another constitutional challenge. These activists included Hannah Tracy Cutler, a well-known national suffrage speaker and writer who spoke in Lincoln during the winter of 1870 and attempted to organize a state suffrage association, but failed. Similarly, Anthony addressed sympathetic audiences in Lincoln and tried her hand at organizing a state association, but was similarly thwarted. Esther L. Warner of Roca, Nebraska, described the difficulties of creating permanent organizational interest in suffrage:

During the same winter [as Cutler] Miss Susan B. Anthony lectured in Lincoln, and presented a petition to be signed by women, asking to be allowed to vote under the fourteenth amendment. She also called a meeting of ladies in a hotel parlor and aided in organizing a State suffrage society. Her rare executive ability accomplished what other hands would have failed to do, for the difficulties in the way of such a movement at that early day were great. Lydia Butler, wife of Governor Butler, was elected president, and other representative women filled the various offices, but after a short time it was deemed wise to disband, as circumstances made it impossible to keep up an efficient organization. Time and money were not plentiful with western women, but we did what we could, and sent a petition to the legislature that winter asking a resolution recommending the coming State convention to omit the word "male" from the constitution. The petition was signed by about 1,000 women, and received respectful attention from the legislature.

With support from this petition, resolutions for woman suffrage and women's legal rights were considered by Nebraska's 1871 constitutional convention, including a resolution granting married women's property rights. But the amendment for woman suffrage was defeated when it was sent to Nebraska's male voters, 3,502 for and 12,668 against.

For a variety of reasons, woman suffrage advocates were not able to overcome their opponents and effect an efficient organization. For one, woman suffrage was not taken seriously by some lawmakers who introduced, for example, ridiculous resolutions advocating that the word "male" be stricken from the entirety of the state's constitution and "female" inserted instead. Another suggestion was that men be removed by force of law from all occupations, legally place women therein, and require men to "fill the occupations and employments hereetofore usually filled by women, such as nursing and the usual household duties of females together with running sewing societies, tea parties and all other employments of females not herein enumerated so as to properly fit him for both a useful and ornamental person in society." Compounding or perhaps causing a lack of funds and sympathetic workers was the fact that Lydia Butler, then president of Nebraska's nascent state suffrage society, had a larger task on her hands as a result of the impeachment of her husband Governor David Butler. But in spite of these setbacks, Nebraska's
woman's rights advocates pushed their cause forward, and Nebraska women achieved rights consistent with other states, including married women's property rights.  

As a result of Nebraska's quickly changing demographics, the work done by national activists in the early 1870s was largely forgotten. But in the late 1870s, a grassroots movement for woman suffrage emerged from southeast Nebraska, generally organized by newcomers to the state, who Lucy Correll of Hebron called a "band of progressive, thinking women" residing in Gage, Douglas, Jefferson, Polk, and Thayer counties. These women were broadminded and educated civic activists married to progressive and politically active men; among them were Clara Bewick Colby, whose husband Leonard W. Colby was a well-known Beatrice attorney; Lucy Correll, whose husband Erasmus M. Correll was editor of the Hebron Journal; Harriet S. Brooks, whose husband D. C. Brooks was editor of the Omaha Republican; and Ada M. Bittenbender, who with her husband H. C. Bittenbender, was editor of the Osceola Record.  

This activism was in large part due to the personal experiences and networks brought by the core group of Ada M. Bittenbender, Harriet Brooks, Erasmus M. Correll, and Clara Bewick Colby. Their shared values regarding political philosophy and education, as well as their professional experience, united them—as did their understanding of the West as a place of social transformation and political opportunity that could be used to build a better America. Brooks (b. 1828), the most senior of Nebraska's woman's rights activists, was college-educated and raised in Michigan, and had experience in Chicago's Cook County Woman's Franchise Association and the Illinois Woman's Suffrage Association, as well as the National Woman Suffrage Association. She arrived in Nebraska in 1876 when her husband accepted the editorship of the Omaha Republican. Bittenbender (b. 1848) was also college-educated, and gained distinction as Nebraska's first "lady lawyer." With her husband, she emigrated from Pennsylvania to Osceola, Nebraska, in 1878, where Henry Bittenbender began practicing law and in 1879 purchased and Ada began editing the Osceola Record. Ada Bittenbender, with her husband, later established the Polk County Agricultural Association, and became editor of the first Farmers' Alliance newspaper in Nebraska. A temperance advocate, she was an influential member of the Nebraska Woman's Christian Temperance Union, who in 1888 was admitted to argue cases before the United States Supreme Court and served as the attorney for the National WCTU.
But among this group, Clara Colby and Erasmus Correll could be counted as particularly influential during this crucial time. Correll (b. 1846) was a college-educated newspaperman who moved to Nebraska from Illinois in 1869. In 1871 Correll established the *Hebron Journal*, which immediately gained a reputation as a newspaper favorable to woman's rights. During 1881 and 1882, he edited and published the *Western Woman's Journal*, which served as the organ of the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association and was the first woman suffrage paper in the state. He was elected from Thayer County to the Nebraska House of Representatives in 1880, and as a result of that position, introduced the bill for woman suffrage that was the focus of the Nebraska campaign in 1881 and 1882. Lucy Correll worked on both of her husband's newspapers, and was instrumental in establishing the first permanent woman suffrage association in Nebraska.

Like the others in this group, Colby (b. 1846) was college educated. Raised on the Wisconsin frontier, she moved to Beatrice, Nebraska, in 1872 with her husband, Leonard Wright Colby, who set up a thriving legal practice. In 1876 Leonard purchased the *Beatrice Express*, the town's Republican newspaper, and became its editor and proprietor; Clara later contributed columns. In 1877 Leonard Colby was elected a Nebraska state senator. With the other Nebraska suffrage leaders, Clara Colby shared a passion for civic improvement, society building, and newspapering. In Nebraska she threw herself into public life, where she worked to establish the Beatrice Public Library, engaged speakers of national reputation for the Ladies' Literary Association, served as the principal of the Beatrice Public School District, assisted with Correll's *Western Woman's Journal*, and later edited and published the *Woman's Tribune* (1883-1909), which was the second woman suffrage paper in Nebraska and the second-longest-running woman suffrage paper in the United States.

A number of common characteristics unified these Nebraska suffrage leaders, and may account for the revitalized effort for woman suffrage. Three of the four came of age on America's emerging western frontier: Correll in Illinois, Brooks in Michigan, and Colby in Wisconsin. All earned college degrees, and shared a similar European Protestant heritage. Correll, Colby, and Bittenbender were of the same generation, and as adults all worked in the educated professional class and lived in town. None were wealthy; their economic position is best classified as middle class. In addition, the three women each had ties to national progressive women's networks. For example, Bittenbender was active in the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, Colby was active in the Association for the Advancement of Women, and Brooks had ties to the National Woman Suffrage Association. But importantly, this group held passionate views about frontier America; their interest was driven by a Turnerian sense of American progress, social idealism, and sense of responsibility in helping to create a better society as it was being constructed in the West. With other progressives who settled Nebraska, they held the distinct view that they were there to help build up a good society, not take profit from it. Thus, their personal experiences, political beliefs, and extended networks helped prime the pump for a revitalized focus on woman suffrage in Nebraska.

As the local movement gained momentum, Nebraska suffrage activists rediscovered Susan B. Anthony, who accepted Erasmus Correll's invitation to lecture in Hebron on the topic "Bread versus the Ballot" on October 30, 1877. Significantly, now it was Nebraska advocates seeking the assistance of national workers, not the other way around, and the early work done by the Correls, Colby, and others had shaped a constituency ready to hear Anthony's message. Her talk electrified the cause because, Lucy Correll explained, "Previous to this time many self-satisfied women believed they had all the 'rights' they wanted, but they were soon..."
Erasmus M. Correll was adept at using the Hebron Journal to unite a far-flung frontier constituency sympathetic to the cause of women's rights. In doing so, he began to develop a more comprehensive state suffrage movement.

The November 1, 1877, issue of the Hebron Journal reported Susan B. Anthony's lecture there a few days earlier.

**SUSAN B. ANTHONY.**

The lecture by Susan B. Anthony, Tuesday night, on the subject, "Woman wants Bread, not the Ballot," was a clear, logical, and masterly exposition of the theory known as "woman's rights."

The firm, massive under jaw of the lady is indicative of the stern will that has actuated her in her long battle in behalf of her sex, given her the title of "the invincible," and inscribed her name in imperishable characters on the summit of the rugged mount of fame.

awakened to a new consciousness of their true status wherein they discovered their 'rights' were only 'privileges.' As the *Western Woman's Journal* reported, Anthony "aroused the community, and a majority of the leading citizens became converts to the doctrine of equal rights."

Colby scheduled Anthony to speak in Beatrice the day following her lecture in Hebron. Anthony declared the stop in Beatrice a resounding success, and was impressed with Colby's feminist activism which she acknowledged in a letter written from Lincoln while waiting for the next leg of her journey:

Such women as you . . . have individual work to do—to lift the world into better conditions—and I hope you will not allow anything to estop [sic] you from doing what seems to be your duty—I long to see women be themselves—not the mere echoes of men—. . . Mrs. Colby—do, please, write a brief letter of your library work—and lecture Course for the December number of the Ballot Box . . . For you—and every woman to tell what you are doing—helps to rouse other women to do likewise—Women want to be helped into the feeling that they can help on the good works they like to see done—We have been told we couldn't do anything but help the individual man or men of our families—So long & so constantly—that very few women can of themselves get into any work above that—

By praising Colby's public reform efforts in Beatrice, and by asking her to submit pieces to the radical journal the *National Citizen and Ballot Box* (1878-1881), Anthony's request illustrates the importance assigned to journals and newspapers advocating the suffrage cause. In this way, Nebraskans framed their work as part of a larger social effort, thus uniting what might be seen as disparate local activities into those that furthered a structured national plan.

Erasmus Correll was particularly adept at using the vehicle of the newspaper to unite a far-flung frontier constituency sympathetic to the cause of women's rights. In doing so, he began to develop
a more comprehensive state suffrage movement—which had been lacking in previous attempts to pass woman suffrage legislation—by building on the political momentum gained by Anthony's visit. In early 1879, Correll established a woman's column in his newspaper, the Hebron Journal, and was thus able to further the discussion of woman's rights by publishing—often on the front page—articles written for a readership of women, on topics of interest to women, and usually signed by women writers. A range of topics from the column's first ten weeks were illustrative of those covered during its multi-year run, and included articles on women and education, labor, and temperance; woman suffrage; a discussion of reading material appropriate for young women and girls; and a discussion of women's roles in the family.  

Keen to encourage debate, Correll also printed the article, "From an Anti-Suffragist." Thus, through the pages of the Hebron Journal, Correll began to build up a broad constituency supportive of woman's rights.  

Correll followed a pattern of igniting debate and continuing discussion in the pages of the Journal when in the spring of 1879 he extended an invitation to another national speaker—this time Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Stanton's lecture topic was "Our Girls," which the Hebron Journal reported, had she lived in the Middle Ages, she "would have been burned at the stake as a martyr to advanced principles." Nebraskans were ready to hear Stanton's radical woman's rights message; as a result, her presence in southeast Nebraska left a lasting mark on the Nebraska woman's rights movement. Following her address to the citizens of Hebron, Stanton led a private program for women which resulted in the organization of the Thayer County Woman's Suffrage Association—the first permanent woman suffrage association in the state of Nebraska, counting a total of fifteen members.  

The mission of that first association was "to secure State and National protection for women citizens in the exercises of their right to vote," and fewer than two months after its founding, its membership counted thirty-five women. The Association immediately began its work, and made its first project the circulation of a suffrage petition to be sent to the United States Congress. In celebration of their organization, the women of Hebron declared Stanton their champion, which was noted in the Hebron Journal's "Women's Column" on May 15, 1879:

We congratulate the women that they have organized the Women’s S[ufrage] A[ssociation] under such favorable circum-

“A host of women suddenly found themselves gifted with the power to speak and write, which they consecrated to the cause of their civil liberties.” —Clara Bewick Colby
Western Woman's Journal.
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OUR GREETING.

Without apology, with no plea for special consideration, we present to a critical public the first number of the WESTERN WOMAN'S JOURNAL. We sincerely believe its mission a noble one. Its aims, objects, and tone, if not eloquently, are, at least, clearly and sharply defined on its pages. Whatever faults it has we hope to lessen—whatever merits it may possess we shall earnestly endeavor to increase. Such as it is, with a strong determination to make it better with each succeeding number, we send it forth. If it be unworthy of success, we shall receive without murmuring the adverse judgment—if it merit a favorable reception from a discriminating public, we shall gratefully appreciate the decision, and strive to attain a higher state of excellence and a corresponding degree of success. ERASMUS M. CORKELL.

| RIGHTS. | No subjects are of greater importance than questions affecting the political condition of the people. The mental, moral, and physical welfare of the citizens of a state or nation depend more upon the degree of liberty of thought and action enjoyed by the individual citizen than upon anything else. By reason of the mere fact of existence, every human being possesses certain inherent personal rights. Among these are the right to live, the right to think and act, and the right of enjoyment. In addition to these, certain other rights belong to every human being not incapacitated by infancy, insanity, idiocy, or crime. Among these rights are the right to acquire and control property, the right to have and express opinions, and the right of a voice in the organization and management of such societies, associations or governments as may be organized to limit, restrict or control his or her personal rights or privileges. These rights are not determined by the sex of the individual, nor are they dependent upon any other physical qualification or accident, but pertain equally to all persons. They are birthrights founded upon the broad magna carta of humanity, and are as inherent and indefeasible as the eternal and immutable principles of truth and justice are indestructible. Governments which do not give just and equal protection and privileges to all citizens, fail to carry out the principles of true government. The constitution of the state of Nebraska and the constitutions of the other states composing the Union do not provide for equal political rights for women, but authorize an aristocracy of sex, repugnant alike to natural right, justice and the principles of republican government. The educational, social, legal, industrial, and property rights of women depend, as do those of men, upon their political rights. The ballot secures and protects these rights, and is the means by which the people declare their will. Those who advocate woman suffrage do not ask as a favor or privilege for the removal of the unjust restrictions that now prevent women from receiving the just and equal benefits of full citizenship. They ask for the ballot as a right and maintain that by whatever tenures of right men hold the ballot, women claim it upon the same grounds. Upon every basis of equity, of justice, and of a wise and enlightened public policy, the amendment to the constitution providing for equal political rights for women, should receive the sanction and support of all citizens who believe in progress as opposed to prejudice and injustice, and who have the best interests of the state at heart. |
stances. Whoever had the privilege of listening to Mrs. Stanton, enjoyed a “feast of reason and a flow of soul” .... Let us consider this matter carefully, not thinking of it lightly, as we would the organization of a newly formed social or [wife] society, but as something to mould and move the nation—a thing not of to-day, but for coming time .... Truly, as Mrs. Stanton said, we may be thankful to the editor of the JOURNAL for giving us the control of a column in his paper, a column devoted to the interests of women—a liberality not shown by many papers. This pioneer paper is opening the way. No doubt many will be ready to follow.34

Many did follow. Emulating the Hebron Journal’s “Woman’s Column,” the following year saw other newspapers dedicate space to their own woman’s columns edited and written by Nebraska’s female woman suffrage leaders whose political passion and strength of personality took them through the door opened by the Hebron Journal. These included columns in the Beatrice Express, edited by Clara Bewick Colby; in the Omaha Republican, edited by Harriet S. Brooks; in the Osceola Record, edited by The most senior of Nebraska women’s rights activists, Harriet Sophia Brewer Brooks had experience in suffrage organizations before arriving in Nebraska in 1876. Her ties to the National Woman Suffrage Association and the Chicago associations would prove important to the Nebraska movement. NSHS RG2411-620

Ada M. Bittenbender; and in the Johnson County Journal, edited by Lucinda Russell. The crown jewel of the Nebraska woman’s rights campaign, however, was later set in the form of the Western Woman’s Journal, established by Erasmus Correll in April 1881 as the first woman suffrage paper in Nebraska. Although its tenure was little more than a year and a half, the women’s rights news contained within its pages solidified the suffrage movement in Nebraska and, Colby observed, “a host of women suddenly found themselves gifted with the power to speak and write, which they consecrated to the cause of their civil liberties.”35

As Nebraska women formally organized in support of woman suffrage and woman’s rights, Harriet Brooks took action to create a state suffrage association in order to unite the variety of local associations springing up around the state. In her Omaha home on May 30, 1880, Brooks and a half-dozen other women including Clara Colby of Beatrice and Lucy Correll of Hebron met for the purpose of organizing an association to be known as the Nebraska State Suffrage Association. The organization itself was tentative, designed to begin a process that would be expanded later.36 The main impetus of the meeting, however, was to appoint Brooks and one other as delegates to the mass meeting of the National Woman Suffrage Association in Chicago to be held in June 1880. Brooks’s ties to both the NWSA and the Chicago associations would prove to be important connections now that Nebraska was ready to move forward with another challenge to the state’s constitution.

In the fall of 1880, two members of the Thayer County Woman’s Suffrage Association were elected to the Nebraska legislature: Erasmus Correll to the House of Representatives and his colleague Charles B. Coon to the Senate.37 From these positions and backed by a growing grassroots support, Correll and Coon were in place to offer a constitutional question at Nebraska’s sixteenth regular session of the legislature in 1881. Accordingly, Correll introduced Nebraska House Roll No. 162, a “Joint resolution providing for the submission to the electors of this state of an amendment to section 1, article 7, of the constitution”38 which aimed to strike the word “male” from the suffrage article of the Nebraska constitution of 1875 and replace it with the word “person.”

With growing public attention to the suffrage issue as a result of the planned introduction of House Roll 162, interest developed in creating a formal statewide woman suffrage association beyond the scope of the tentative one formed in Omaha in May 1880. Noting the urgency of gathering organized support, Lucinda Russell of Tecumseh issued this call in Harriet Brooks’s column in the Omaha Republican:

“This town contains scarcely a woman who is opposed to woman suffrage. We know we are a power here…” –Lucinda Russell
"As long as woman is unjustly withheld from exercising her right of suffrage, she should not be held answerable to the laws nor subject to taxation." – Resolution adopted by Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association, 1881

Edward Rosewater, the anti-suffragist editor of the Omaha Daily Bee, debated Clara Bewick Colby in 1881 and Susan B. Anthony in 1882. NSHS RG2411
equally upon women who worked shoulder to shoulder with men and had gained their respect.

The bill passed and was signed by the governor on February 26, 1881.4 With legislative approval secured, the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association swung into action with the monumental goal of passing the state suffrage amendment when it came before the electorate in November 1882, giving them less than two years to campaign. From February to July 1881, efforts focused on building an educated popular voter base. As Colby explains, “Lectures were given, and societies and working committees formed as rapidly as possible.” By the time the Thayer County Woman’s Suffrage Association celebrated its second anniversary in the spring of 1881, thirty-nine Nebraska woman’s rights associations had been created across the state, including the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association, nine county associations, and twenty-nine local associations.46 And by the time the governor’s proclamation announcing the vote on the amendment was published in the Western Woman’s Journal in September 1882, more than 175 woman suffrage associations were active in Nebraska.47

While Wyoming Territory had granted women full suffrage in 1869 and Utah Territory in 1870,8 no state had yet done so, and Nebraska was now poised to become the first. Next on the suffragists’ agenda was the organization of the first general convention of the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association held in Omaha in July 1881, which attracted many of the leading women and men citizens of Omaha who listened to speeches such as Ada M. Bittenbender’s “Legal Disabilities of the Women of Nebraska,” and a lively debate between Clara Colby and Edward Rosewater, the prominent anti-suffragist editor of the Omaha Bee.49 But the main business of the convention was the adoption of convention resolutions—worthy daughters of the 1848 Seneca Falls convention:

- Resolved, That an aristocracy of sex is inconsistent with republican principles.
- Resolved, That the fundamental principles of our American republic are:
  - First—“Government derives its just powers from the consent of the governed”;
  - Second—That “Taxation and representation are inseparable”; as woman is governed and as woman is taxed, woman is clearly entitled to a voice in the government and representation in the halls of the legislature; and that the constitution in prohibiting woman suffrage, not only violates natural rights, but is equally antagonistic to itself.
- Resolved, That the act of men in continuing the disfranchisement of one-half of the citizens of this commonwealth, is an unwarranted use of power no longer to be patiently tolerated.

The suffrage forces gathered petitions to urge the “qualified electors of the state” (men) to support the suffrage amendment. From the Woman Suffrage supplement to The Western Woman’s Journal (1882), NSHS Filmstrip Roll 36.

[Petition content is not transcribed as it is an image and not readable text.]

[The petition is displayed with text for readability.]

**Woman Suffrage.**

**SUPPLEMENT.**

**MAKE IN FACT AS IN NAME, NEBRASKA’S MOTTO: “EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW.”**

**Pamphlet Cover:**
- ** обеспечение **
- **Edith Colby**
- **SUMMER 2009 • 95**
Resolved. That as long as woman is unjustly withheld from exercising her right of suffrage, she should not be held answerable to the laws nor subject to taxation.

Resolved. That the abridging of woman's right to hold office and have trial by a jury of her peers, is a tyrannical exercise of power.

Resolved. That the most unjust distinction is made in the statutes of Nebraska in favor of man; Therefore, we urgently request the legislature, at its next session, to reconstruct the laws, doing away with all discrimination between the sexes.

Resolved. That it is clearly the duty of the women of Nebraska to become intelligently acquainted with the laws by which they are governed; that the apathy of woman in regard to the wrongs of her sex, instead of being a plea for remaining in her present condition, is the strongest argument against it.

Resolved. That we pledge ourselves not to relinquish our untiring efforts to wipe out forever the stigma of aristocracy of sex.

Following the adoption of these resolutions, the convention continued its program of speeches and addresses that included "a masterly constitutional argument" from Clara Colby, and two speeches by Amelia Bloomer, who "gave reminiscences of her work in the Nebraska Legislature twenty years ago," and another "reviewing the position of the Bible on the subjugation of women."

In the same way Nebraskans used newspapers, conventions were an important way to excite and inform the electorate, and this first state convention paved the way for a third general convention and first delegate convention held later that year at Kearney in October, where the faithful were sustained with speeches and a reaffirmation of the resolutions adopted at July's convention in Omaha.

The Kearney convention also made clear that interest in the amendment was rising. As the Western Woman's Journal reported: "As illustrative of how much in earnest some of the Nebraska women are, we note that one lady, in order to attend the convention, rode thirty-five miles in a lumber wagon and another rode forty miles on a load of wheat."

Nebraska suffragists understood the importance of their bill to national politics; they also understood that valuable political capital could be gained by connecting their work to both the American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA) and the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA), the two national organizations focused on achieving woman suffrage. Drawing support from both the AWSA and the NWSA would bring not only resources, but also national attention to their cause. And while the two associations enjoyed a strong rivalry, Nebraskans believed all might profit by setting aside differences to work together for the common goal of seeing the state become the first to recognize woman suffrage.

Only days after the Kearney convention, Erasmus Correll, Clara Colby, and Lucinda Russell boarded a train to attend the eleventh annual meeting of the AWSA in Louisville, Kentucky, October 26 and 27, hoping to strengthen ties to the national movement. To their great surprise, Correll was unanimously elected president of the American Woman Suffrage Association, while Colby was elected a vice president serving Nebraska. Russell, by virtue of her delegate status, was appointed the Nebraska member to the AWSA Executive Committee. The three returned to Nebraska to great acclaim, having had their efforts marked by a national body, thus adding greater emphasis to their work.

But unlike the early support offered by the AWSA, the NWSA remained cautious. Anthony, who had been observing these developments from the sidelines, cautioned Correll:
Allow me to congratulate Nebraska generally, and yourself particularly on the honor of the Presidency of the American Woman Suffrage Association, conferred upon you at the recent Louisville Convention. I hope with the office and honor will go to Nebraska lots of money to help you carry forward. . . . I am hoping to see the end of [my current work] by May, so that I can give personal thought and work to Nebraska, for I feel the importance of making the vote there as large as possible, though, after my experience in Kansas, Michigan, and Colorado, in each of which (of the two first at least) our hopes were as bright, seemingly, as are yours to-day. The difficulty is that the men who will vote no neither go out to lectures nor read tracts or newspapers. They cannot be reached by our educational instrumentalities—they are amenable only to bribes and bitters, neither, nor both of which can we stoop to. . . . such men are not earnest on our side, but intensely against us—every one—because they know their own mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters would vote down the three great pet institutions of such men—grog shops, brothels, and gambling houses. Still I cannot but hope for Nebraska.56

While she remained cautiously optimistic, Anthony's concern about the influence of the powerful liquor lobby, which vehemently opposed woman suffrage on the grounds that women would use the vote to prohibit the sale of liquor, was well founded in light of Nebraska's large population of working men and immigrants.

Fiercely competitive and each eager to claim the victory, the AWSA and the NWSA both converged on Nebraska. In the spring of 1882, the AWSA announced its annual meeting—to be presided over by Erasmus M. Correll—was to be held in Omaha in the fall. Not be outdone, the NWSA announced in early summer that its annual convention would also be held in Omaha at nearly the same time. By August, speakers from Nebraska and around the nation engaged breakneck schedules around the state to raise interest in the respective conventions, which were themselves designed to raise interest in the forthcoming amendment.57 There was much work to be done. As the Western Woman's Journal explained, "Let the watchword from now until the last vote is cast at six o'clock in the afternoon of November 7th, be with every man and woman,—every impartial suffragist, 'work'. . . . Upon every friend of the cause rests a heavy responsibility, that of doing his or her share of the work...Before this responsibility and this duty, every frivolous demand of society, fashion or amusement ought to fall. Now is the time for work."58

Under the presidency of Erasmus Correll, the AWSA met in Omaha September 12, 13, and 14. Correll's presidential address noted the gravity of the movement in Nebraska, "a State, we most earnestly hope, that will be first to adopt an amendment removing the political discrimination against sex, and thereby carry into perfect realization the principles of the Declaration of American Independence, establishing upon a basis of eternal equity a true republic."59 His presidential address was followed by an inspirational speech from Boston suffragist Lucy Stone, who praised the work
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of Nebraska by saying, "When our feet touched Nebraska soil we felt as though we should take off our shoes, for the place on which we stand was holy ground. Not because of her grand prairies, her magnificent harvests or her giant, limitless boundaries, which we do not have in Massachusetts, but because her men are so noble and progressive that they have offered their wives and mothers and sisters equal rights with themselves." Stone's address was followed by speeches by Henry Blackwell; Nebraskan Orpha Dinsmoor; and the outgoing Governor of Wyoming Territory, John W. Hoyt, who spoke on the success of women's use of the franchise there. Later speeches were given by luminaries of the AWSA, including Amelia Bloomer, who spoke both at length about the history of suffrage initiatives in Nebraska, and paid tribute to the work of Correll, Brooks, Bittenbender, and Colby.

Great attention, however, was paid to the speech given by guest lecturer Susan B. Anthony, who remarked, "This is the third campaign in which my friend Lucy Stone and myself have shared. In three different states—Michigan, Kansas, and Colorado—has the question of woman suffrage been placed before the voters. Though it failed in each state, yet the time is fast approaching when the question will meet success in all these states. . . . Nebraska must not throw away her chance to be the first State to adopt woman suffrage. . . . Why should not Nebraska be first in suffrage, as she is ahead on nearly every other national issue?"

Two weeks later, the NWSA held its annual convention in Omaha on September 26, 27, and 28. Because president Elizabeth Cady Stanton was not able to be present, the convention was overseen by acting president Susan B. Anthony. Similar to the AWSA, the NWSA featured speeches by national luminaries and delegates from state associations such as Marietta Bones of Dakota Territory, "who was able to wring tears from the audience by recounting her own unfortunate experiences with a cruel husband whose brutalities drove her to flee with her two children—children whom the courts then ordered her to hand over to her husband." The tone of the NWSA convention carried more sentimental and sensational appeals than that of the AWSA, and openly engaged the issue of opposition from African-Americans, immigrants, and religiously conservative voters. Anthony spoke at length about the viability of Nebraska's white, middle-class, temperance-focused voters, who unlike Colorado's voters, were seen as more likely to vote for the amendment. She explained Colorado's suffrage defeat, arguing, "native born white men, temperance men, liberal-minded decent men voted for it. Against it were the rank and file of Mexicans in southern Colorado, miners, foreigners, German, Irish. The Negro also voted against it. Another class was that imbued with the bigotry and superstition of the past, who believed if the right were given her, that St. Paul would have greatly erred." These remarks were followed by others similar in tone, including those by Missourian Virginia Minor who urged the men of Nebraska "to stand before the world and prove that they had been educated up to the point where they were willing to give women an equal political status with themselves and not assign to her a position inferior to that enjoyed by the Chinese coolie." Certainly, racist and nativist arguments are well known among historians of woman suffrage who have examined their use in urging supporters to vote for suffrage based on expediency. It is interesting, however, to note the example and how these claims were constructed by national suffrage activists in Nebraska.

As Election Day drew near, Harriet R. Shattuck, who had been canvassing the state on behalf of the amendment for the NWSA, worried that "while the advocates are earnestly at work, the opponents are not idle." Shattuck explained, "The German
“There are those who conscientiously fear that women will be changed beings, and that homes will be no longer homes when their wives and daughters are free.” — Harriet Shattuck

Catholic priest at St. Helena commanded his congregation not to go to the hall to hear the lecture in support of the amendment. Liquor dealers and patrons opposed the amendment, wrote Shattuck, because “they know too well that their worthless candidates and their bad measures will be less sure of success when women vote.” And, she explained further, “There are the men who have made up their minds that women belong at home, and who cannot realize that the women themselves have a right to choose their ‘sphere,’ whether it be the home or the profession or the trades. Where they obtained the right to prescribe our sphere they cannot tell, though they claim they have obtained it somehow.” Finally, she observed, “There are those who conscientiously fear that women will be changed beings, and that homes will be no longer homes when their wives and daughters are free.”

Colby also noted the determination of liquor interests to defeat the amendment, and described how “The organ of the Brewers’ Association sent out its orders to every saloon, bills posted in conspicuous places by friends of the amendment mysteriously disappeared, or were covered by others of an opposite character, and the greatest pains was [sic] taken to excite the antagonism of foreigners by representing to them that woman suffrage meant prohibition.” It was beginning to seem that a campaign that had begun in all earnestness had failed to account for the depth of feeling—and funding—of the opposition.

Was success slipping from their grasp? Writing to The Woman’s Journal on November 5, Erasmus Correll noted: “Just on the eve of the battle I feel intensely anxious. Day after to-morrow, all over the state, will be, I think, the most important contest for the progress of humanity ever bloodlessly fought. One great element of solicitude is the uncertainty. In ordinary political campaigns, we can form tolerably close approximations in foretelling the results. . . . In this we are entirely at sea. Just in the last moment, the liquor (German) interests are flooding the state with circular letters and tracts against it. . . . I doubt our getting a majority of all the votes cast, although we may.”

When the morning of November 7, 1882—election day—arrived, Colby described it as ripe with promise:

The morning dawned bright and clear. . . . Everything wore a holiday appearance. Polling places were gaily decorated; banners floated to the breeze, bearing suggestive mottoes: "Are Women Citizens?" "Taxation Without Representation is Tyranny!" "Governments Derive their Just Powers from the Consent of the Governed," "Equality before the Law," etc., etc. Under pavilions, or in adjoining rooms, or in the very shadow of the ballot-box, women presided at well-filled tables, serving refreshments to the voters, and handing to those who would take them, tickets bearing the words: "For Constitutional Amendment Relating to Right
Susan B. Anthony (seated) and Clara Bewick Colby of Beatrice (right) continued working together long after the Nebraska suffrage initiative failed. In 1890 they and sculptor Bessie Potter sat for a portrait at Mathew Brady’s studio in Washington, D.C.
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of Suffrage,” while the national colors floated alike over governing and governed; alike over women working and pleading for their rights as citizens, and men who were selling woman’s birth-right for a glass of beer or a vote. It looked like a holiday picnic—the well-dressed people, the flowers, the badges, and the flags.69

However, she wrote, “The tragic events of that day would fill a volume,” for “the conservative joined hands with the vicious, the egotist with the ignorant, the demagogue with the venial, and when the sun set, Nebraska’s opportunity to do the act of simple justice was gone.”70

The amendment was defeated 50,693 to 25,756.71 Yet even after its conclusion, emotions continued to run high. Following the election, students at the University of Nebraska enacted a mock funeral complete with an effigy of Susan B. Anthony carried by pallbearers in a coffin, led by a torchlight funeral procession. The students were ultimately thwarted by “another crowd of students who, to preserve the honor of the university, overpowered them and took the effigy away.”72

Why the resounding defeat? On the one hand, both the Republican and the Democratic parties refused to take a stand on suffrage, and a similar lack of endorsement was found among many candidates. As Colby explained, it had been hoped that the Republicans, at least, would endorse suffrage as a plank in their party platform during their fall convention; however, they did not, and “while individually friendly, they almost to a man avoided the subject.”73 As a result, suffragists were left virtually alone on the political landscape, leaving them vulnerable to a well-organized and well-funded opposition that fostered rampant election fraud, including illegally printed ballots, misread and misfiled ballots, ballot stuffing, and illegal interference. Shattuck observed, “The liquor interest has been universally represented at the polls by workers against suffrage, and much money has been used by them and by others in the effort to carry the election against us.”74

Addison Sheldon, historian of Nebraska, concurs: “The liquor element felt that giving women the ballot would make it more difficult for it to control elections.”75 Colby lamented, “It will always remain an open question whether the amendment did not, after all, receive an actual majority of all votes cast upon that question.”76

While all who had worked so hard for the amendment were sorely disappointed, some were also in debt. Correll had taken out a large mortgage to fund his work,77 and the NWSA reported it “had invested over $5,000 in the Nebraska campaign and was now $500 in debt.”78 Anthony, who had earlier expressed skepticism to Correll about striking out in Nebraska, was angered by this most recent failure and announced at a post-election meeting on November 8 in Omaha that “she had enough of soliciting votes for the cause,” and that she would focus her efforts solely on attaining a sixteenth amendment to the federal constitution.79 Anthony further believed that “while a vast amount of work had been done in Nebraska by her co-laborers, the work was so vast that the hem of the garment of the vast state had yet scarcely been touched. It was totally impossible to canvass every town and neighborhood, and they never would again attempt it.” In closing, Anthony “pled with the voters of Nebraska never to submit the question of woman suffrage to the popular vote again.”80

The early suffrage initiatives mounted in Nebraska reveal the state’s important role in establishing some of the first serious state legislative efforts for woman suffrage, and the 1881-82 campaign reveals Nebraska’s vitally important role in positioning the later work of national suffrage activists. Notably, it marked the point where Susan B. Anthony rejected work at the state level to focus instead on working for a federal constitutional amendment, thus
marking a dramatic turning point in Anthony’s philosophical approach to woman suffrage—popular voters, in her opinion, were no longer to be trusted with such an important decision. And while she would again be seduced by state campaigns in South Dakota and elsewhere, she would devote most of her energy to passing an amendment to the United States Constitution. But as a key moment in the genealogy of national suffrage history, Nebraska’s suffrage story should be less about its failure to achieve voting rights for women and more about the opportunities and conflicts it exposed as suffragists strategized the best way to enfranchise women. It exposed the power of the liquor industry’s ability to mount a well-organized campaign that uncovered a clash of values that pitted progressives and labor against each other. However, it also exposed the importance of organizing from the grassroots upward, and demonstrated the gains that were to be had by engaging a sophisticated strategy of local organization supported by newspapers, lectures, and conventions that allowed a diverse group of citizens to follow and engage the debate.

As a result of Nebraska’s failure to pass a state constitutional amendment supporting woman suffrage, Correll’s Western Woman’s Journal folded in the fall of 1882. Harriet Brooks, perhaps out of frustration, retired from suffrage work, and turned to “the congenial study of sociology.” She died in 1888 after a long illness. Erasmus Correll also left suffrage work and in 1890 became editor of the Ogden Daily Commercial in Utah. He returned to Nebraska in 1892 and continued his work as an influential newspaperman and politician, and died in 1895 at age 49. Clara Bewick Colby continued her suffrage activism in Nebraska and nationally through her work on the woman’s rights newspaper the Woman’s Tribune, which she published from 1883 to 1909. But in 1916, Colby died without the suffrage for which she had fought so long. Ada M. Bittenbender turned her attention to her work in the law; she later became a prominent attorney for the WCTU, and argued cases for that organization before the Supreme Court of the United States. She died in 1925, the only member of the group of early Nebraska activists to see woman suffrage achieved.

The agitation that led to the suffrage campaign of 1881-82 never again regained its focused momentum and national support, and although various bills in support of woman suffrage were introduced into the Nebraska legislature nearly every session, none were successful. However, when the United States Congress passed the Nineteenth Amendment, Nebraska suffragists saw their long-sought cause justified when on August 2, 1919, Nebraska became the fourteenth state to ratify the “Anthony Amendment.” After the amendment’s final ratification by Tennessee on August 18, 1920, all women of the United States shared the privilege of voting in presidential elections.
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